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Operator differential equations such as the matrix Riccati equation
u$=a+bu+ud+ucu
play a prominent role in the theory of scattering and transport and in other
areas of technology; see, for example, [4, 5, 7] and the references cited
there. Especially important are conditions for invariance of the unit ball
and the order cone. In the finite-dimensional case an outline of the theory
from the point of view of this paper was set forth in [6] and developed
more fully in [10, 12]. Conditions for invariance of the unit ball are
extended to the infinite-dimensional case in [8].
As a sequel to [8], we now give a corresponding extension for
invariance of the order cone. This justifies the main theorem in [9], which
was stated without proof. It turns out that the analysis depends on some
rather subtle results in the theory of operator algebras. Since these have
only a tenuous connection with differential equations they are presented,
under a separate title, in the following paper [11].
1. NOTATION
The sets of reals, nonnegative reals and complex numbers are denoted
respectively by R, R+, and C, and X is a real or complex Hilbert space of
dimension dim X1. The set of bounded linear operators x: X  X is
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denoted by L(X ) and the identity operator by I. The inner product (!, ’)
for !, ’ # X, the norm |!| generated therefrom, the operator norm &x&, and
the adjoint x* have their usual meanings. The unit ball and order cone in
L(X) are defined respectively by
B=[x # L(X): &x&1], P=[x # L(X): Re(!, x!)0],
where the second inequality holds for all ! # X. The interior of P is
P0=[x # L(X): inf
|!|=1
Re(!, x!)>0].
We define xy  y&x # P, x<y  y&x # P0, and similarly for yx,
y>x. The dual space L(X)* denotes the set of linear functionals
c: L(X)  C with norm
&c&= sup
&x&=1
|cx|<
and the dual cone is
P*=[c # L(X)*: x # P O Re cx0].
We denote by u a function from R+ to L(X) and by f a function from
R+_L(X) to the power set of L(X). The expression u$(t) means the set of
left-derived values of u at t. Thus q # u$(t) if and only if q # L(X) and in the
sense of norm convergence
lim
n  
u(t)&u(t&hn)
hn
=q
for some sequence [hn], hn>0, lim hn=0.
We will write our differential relation in the seemingly strange form
u$(t) & f (t, u(t)){, mod E, t>0 (1)
which is discussed more fully in [6, 8]. Suffice it to say here that the
qualification mod E means that the relation holds except possibly in an
enumerable set [t] where f (t, u(t)), u$(t), or both might be empty. It is
explicitly assumed, however, that u is continuous on its interval of existence
[0, t1), 0t1. We take t1>0, since in the contrary case the conclu-
sions are vacuously fulfilled.
If u$(t) is a singleton, (1) can be written as a differential inclusion
u$(t) # f (t, u(t)) mod E.
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If u$(t) is a set and f (t, u(t)) a singleton, (1) yields a higher-dimensional
analog of an equation with Dini derivates, namely
f (t, u(t)) # u$(t) mod E.
When u$(t) and f (t, u(t)) are both singletons, (1) becomes
u$(t)=f (t, u(t)) mod E.
It does no harm in this case to consider that f is a function from R+_L(X)
to L(X).
Our object is to derive conditions for invariance of the order cone, that
is, for
u(0) # P O u(t) # P, 0<t<t1 .
This is equivalent to u(0)0 O u(t)0, 0<t<t1 . In the course of the
proof we will obtain the slightly more general result
u(t0) # P O u(t) # P, 0t0<t<t1 .
It is assumed throughout that u satisfies (1) with f as described above.
2. A FUNDAMENTAL LEMMA
The following definitions and lemma play an important role in the
sequel:
Definition 1. For p # P and q # L(X)
Wp, qXc= lim
h  0+
sup
! # \( p, h)
Re(!, q!)
where \( p, h) is the set of ! # X satisfying |( p+p*)!|h and |!|=1.
Definition 2. For p # P and q # L(X)
Wp, qXa= sup
c # \( p)
Re cq
where \( p) is the set of functionals c # P* satisfying cI=1 and Re cp=0.
Lemma 1. For all p # P and q # L(X ), the sets \( p, h) and \( p) are non-
empty and Wp, qXc=Wp, qXa .
The proof is given in [11].
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In spite of the equivalence asserted in Lemma 1, we will use both Wp, qXc
and Wp, qXa . The former is somewhat less abstract than the latter and is
well suited to applications such as those in [9]. The latter is much more
convenient in the proofs.
3. FORMULATION OF THE MAIN THEOREMS
We need a few definitions in addition to the two given above.
Definition 3. If x # L(X) then x^=x+*I where * # R is the unique
value that makes x^ # P.
Definition 4. Let p0 # P and t0 # R+. For =>0 a half neighborhood
N= N=(t0 , p0) is the set of points (t, p) satisfying
(t, p) # R+_L(X), t0<t<t0+=, p  P, &p0&p&<=.
Definition 5. |: R+_R  R is a uniqueness function at t0 # R+ if | is
continuous, |(t, 0)=0, and ’=0 is the only solution of the initial-value
problem
’(t0)=0, ’$=|(t, ’), t>t0 .
Definition 6. f # Uc means: For each t0 # R+ and p0 # P there exists a
half neighborhood N=(t0 , p0) and a uniqueness function | at t0 such that
the conditions
(t, p) # N= , q # f (t, p), q~ # f (t, p^)
together imply q~ &qI|(t, & p^&p&).
Theorem 1. Let f # Uc and suppose
p=u(t)  P O sup
q # f (t, p^)
Wp^, qXc0.
Then the order cone is invariant.
It will be seen that the following definition and theorem together
generalize Theorem 1:
Definition 7. f # Ua means: For each t0 # R+ and p0 # P there exists
a half neighborhood N=(t0 , p0) and a uniqueness function | at t0 such that
p=u(t), (t, p) # N= , q # f (t, p) O Wp^, qXa+|(t, &p^&p&)0.
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Theorem 2. If f # Ua the order cone is invariant.
This formulation has the advantage that f (t, p) is used only when
p=u(t). In the proof we will encounter f (t, p^), but only when p^=u(t*) for
some t*>0. Definition 6 underlying Theorem 1 involves f (t, p^) with no
such restriction.
4. THEOREM 2 IMPLIES THEOREM 1
If q:I where : # R then Re(!, q!): and hence
q:I O Wp, qXc:, p # P, q # L(X), : # R.
Applying this with q~ &q replacing q, we see that the condition
q~ &qI|(t, &p^&p&)
in Definition 6 implies
Wp^, q~ &qXc|(t, & p^&p&).
This gives a corresponding generalization of the hypothesis f # Uc , namely
(t, p) # N= , q # f (t, p), q~ # f (t, p^) O Wp^, q~ &qXc|(t, & p^&p&). (2)
In view of Lemma 1, the second hypothesis of Theorem 1 can be worded
as
(a) p=u(t)  P O sup
q # f (t, p^)
Wp^, qXa0,
and the first hypothesis in its weaker form (2) as
(b) (t, p) # N= , q # f (t, p), q~ # f (t, p^)
O Wp^, q~ &qXa|(t, &p^&p&).
Our objective is to deduce the following from (ab):
(c) Wp^, qXa+|(t, & p^&p&)0.
To this end let $>0. By (a) there is an element q~ satisfying
q~ # f (t, p^), Wp^, q~ Xa>&$.
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Upon recalling the definition of Wp, qXa we see that there is a functional
c # \( p^) such that Re cq~ >&$. Since c # \( p^) the hypothesis (b) gives
Re c(q~ &q)|(t, & p^&p&)
which with Re cq~ >&$ yields
Re cq+|(t, & p^&p&)>&$.
This shows that the expression on the left of (c) exceeds &$, and letting
$  0 we get (c). Hence Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
The proof of Theorem 2 involves three steps. The first step is to localize
the problem, so everything takes place in a half neighborhood of the type
considered in Definition 4. If the conclusion of the theorem fails we have
u(t)  P for some t, 0<t<t1 . Follow the trajectory back to the first point
t0 at which u(t0) # P. There is such a point since u is continuous. Then
t00 and
u(t0) # P, u(t)  P, t0<t<t1 . (3)
With p0=u(t0) we construct a half neighborhood N=(t0 , p0) and a unique-
ness function | depending thereon. We then define a family of functions
’=’*(t) by the initial-value problem
’$=|(t, ’)+*, ’(t0)=*.
Lemma 2. If 0<**0 , with *0 sufficiently small, then ’*(t) exists on
some nondegenerate interval [t0 , t 1). For each t on this interval ’*(t) is
strictly increasing in * and lim*  0+ ’*(t)=0.
For the proof, which is based on existence theory, see [13].
Replacing both t1 and t 1 by their minimum, we assume t 1=t1 and define
u*(t)=u(t)+I’*(t), 0t<t1 . (4)
Note that u*(t0)>0. If **0 , where *0 is sufficiently small, the trajectory
of u*(t) exits from P0 at a point t* as close as desired to t0 . That is,
u*(t) # P0 for t0t<t* , but u*(t*) # P.
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To see why, let 0<t2&t0<$ where $>0. We assume $ small enough to
make t2<t1 . We also assume 0<**0 where *0 will be chosen presently.
By Lemma 2, the function
,(*)=u(t2)+I’*(t2)
tends to u(t2) as *0  0. Since u(t2) is not in P and since P is closed, the
distance from P to u(t2) is not 0. Hence ,(*) is not in P for *0 sufficiently
small. Thus u*(t) exits from P at some value t* satisfying t0<t*<t2 . In
particular, t*&t0<$.
Since u is continuous we can choose $<= so that
|u(t*)&u(t0)|<=.
If we now set p*=u(t*) it is seen that (t* , p*) # N= . This provides the
desired localization of the problem.
We introduced *0 because in the next step we will require not just one
* but an interval 0<**0 to avoid the exceptional set associated
with mod E.
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 2, CONTINUED
For the second step let 0<**0 where *0 is chosen so that (t* , p*) # N= .
Since ’*(t) is strictly increasing in * for each t, there is at most one * for
which u*(t) # P. If E is the countable subset of (t0 , t1) in which the
differential inequality may fail, there is a countable subset 4 such that
t # E, u*(t) # P O * # 4.
Hence we can choose * in the interval 0<**0 so that
u*(t)  P for t # E.
With such a value * the differential inequality for u holds at t* . This is true
because u*(t*) # P, hence t*  E.
The parameter * being now fixed, we define p by the first equation below
and we abbreviate ’* henceforth by ’:
p=u(t*), p^=u*(t*).
The second equation holds because u*(t)=u(t)+I’(t) and u*(t*) # P.
Since t* is not in the exceptional set E there exists an element
q # u$(t*) & f (t* , u(t*)). (5)
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Also, as a left derivative,
’$(t*)=|(t* , ’(t*))+*. (6)
We now invoke the following lemma:
Lemma 3. c # P* O cI=&c&.
For proof, let x # L(X), &x&=1, and note that I:x for : # C, |:|=1.
Hence if c # P* an appropriate choice of : yields
Re cIRe c:x=|cx|.
Since x is arbitrary we conclude that Re cI&c&. When combined with the
obvious inequality |cI |&c& this completes the proof.
Returning to (6), note that p^&p=I’(t*) and hence by the lemma
& p^&p&=’(t*).
Thus (6) becomes
’$(t*)=|(t* , & p^&p&)+*. (7)
This completes the second part of the proof.
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 2, CONCLUDED
Since q # f (t* , u(t*)) and f # Ua , we have
Wp^, qXa+|(t* , & p^&p&)0.
The definition of Wp^, qXa gives a functional c # \( p^) such that
Re(cq)+|(t* , &p^&p&)>&*. (8)
For future reference, recall that c # \( p^) means
c # P*, cI=1, cp^=0. (9)
From cI=1 we get
(t) :=Re cu*(t)=Re cu(t)+’(t),
where  is defined by this equation. Since q # u$(t*) by (5), we have also
(D)(t*)= lim
n  
(t*)&(t*&hn)
hn
=Re(cq)+’$(t*) (10)
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for some positive null sequence [hn]; here D denotes a left derivate
defined by the expression in the center. By (4) and (9)
(t)>0, t0t<t* , (t*)=0.
Hence (D)(t*)0. By (7) and (10)
0Re cq+’$(t*)Re cq+|(& p^&p&)+*.
This contradicts (8) and completes the proof.
8. SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS
(a) In contrast to the classical definition of Krein and Rutman [2, 3],
the order relation based on P is symmetric and transitive but not antisym-
metric unless dim X=1 and X is real. In fact if y is any skew Hermitian
operator, y*=&y, then Re(!, y!)=0 for all ! # X, so y # P and &y # P.
Thus the question whether x0 depends only on the Hermitian part,
x+x*. An order cone of this kind is currently called a wedge, but the older
terminology is preferred here because it agrees with [412].
(b) The function x  x^ given by Definition 3 is positively
homogeneous and idempotent; that is, x^^=x. But it is not linear, hence is
not a projection of L(X) onto P as one might expect. For example if
dim X=2 let x be the 2_2 matrix with 1 in the upper left-hand corner, 0
elswehere, and let y be the matrix with 1 in the lower right-hand corner,
0 elsewhere. Then x^=x and y^=y, but z=x+y O z^=0.
(c) The function f (t, x) is used only when x=p and x=p^, where in
both cases p=u(t)>0. With N= N=(t0 , p0) as in the proof, we have the
further relations
(t, p) # N= , & p^&p&<=, (t, p^) # N 2= (11)
where = is positive but arbitrarily small. The equation (t, p) # N= with =
small was obtained in the proof of Theorem 2. For the second equation
(11) write p=( p&p0)+p and use the definition of N= . The result is
Re(!, p!)Re(!, ( p&p0)!)>&=, |!|=1,
hence
Re(!, ( p+=I )!)=Re(!, p!)+=>0.
This shows that the unique * for which p+*I # P satisfies 0<*<=. Hence
& p^&p&<=. Since p^ # P, it is not in P. The last equation (11) follows from
this.
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(d) The function |: R+_R  R is called a generalized uniqueness
function at t0 if there is a nondegenerate interval [t0 , t1], a positive con-
stant *0 depending on t0 , and a family of real-valued functions
’=’*(t), t0tt1 , 0<**0
such that:
(i) ’*(t) is continuous in t for each *.
(ii) ’*(t) is strictly increasing in * for each t.
(iii) ’*(t0)>0.
(iv) lim*  0+ ’*(t)=0, 0<tt1 .
(v) Whenever ’*(t)>0 the left-hand derivative satisfies
’*(t)$|(t, ’*(t))+*.
Examination of the proof shows that it goes through when the uniqueness
function of Definition 5 is replaced by a generalized uniqueness function.
The former definition has been preferred because it is simpler.
9. OPEN QUESTIONS
(a) Taking |(t, ’)=}’ where } is constant, we see that f # Uc if f
satisfies a one-sided Lipschitz condition
f (t, p^)&f (t, p)}I & p^&p& (12)
locally; namely, for p and p^ in a neighborhood N=(t0 , p0) as described
above. The constant k can depend on t0 , p0 , =. This formulation was used
in [9]. When (12) holds the underlying differential inequality can be
replaced by
u$(t)f (t, u(t)) mod N.
Here u$(t) denotes the ordinary left-hand derivative, not a set, and we take
f to be a singleton. The statement that the inequality holds mod N means
that |u| is absolutely continuous and the inequality holds except in a null
set. Instead of a constant } we could use any locally Lebesgue integrable
function }(t). A simple method of proving this extension is given in [12].
However, the following question remains open: Does a corresponding
formulation mod N with absolute continuity hold in the full generality of
Theorems 1 and 2?
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(b) Lemma 1 asserting the equality of Wp, qXc and Wp, qXa has inde-
pendent interest as a theorem in operator algebra and is worth stating for
that reason. Nevertheless it would be of interest to have a direct proof of
Theorem 1 without going through Theorem 2. As a special case, suppose
f (t, p) is a continuous function R+_L(X)  X so that the differential
equation can be written
f (t, u(t)) # u$(t) mod E.
Under this restrictive condition a direct proof of Theorem 1 follows the
previous pattern, with Wp, qXc replacing Wp, qXa , until the introduction of
functionals in the third step. We are now confined to functionals of the
form c=c! where
c!x=(!, x!), ! # X, |!|=1.
The proof can be completed along these lines, but is more difficult than
the proof of Theorem 2 by way of Lemma 1. The trouble is that the
functional c # P* satisfying cp=0 that is naturally produced by the Hahn
Banach theorem may not coincide with any functional c! . Suppose, for
example, that X consists of the real L2 functions ! on [0, 1] with |!| given
by the L2 norm, and that p is defined by p!(t)=t!(t). Then
(!, p!)=|
1
0
t!(t)2 dt0
and the integral can be made as close to 0 as desired with |!|=1. Hence
p # P. If (!, p!)=0, however, then p!=0. This contradicts the fact that p
has no eigenvalues [1].
It is shown in [10] that the above problem does not arise in the finite-
dimensional case. But when dim X=, the only direct proof of Theorem
1 known to us requires extra hypotheses. Thus we are led to another open
question: Can Theorem 1 be proved without using Lemma 1?
(c) Can the theorems of this paper and [8] be deduced from one
another by the Cayley transform? An affirmative answer is suggested by
Theorem 3 of [11], but the question remains open.
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